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A, 1?, to determine how much they "resemble each other".
Here, a "figure" will be a union of finitely many points and line segments in lR2 or triangles in lR3.
Note that sets of curves in IR2 and lR3 or surfaces in IR3 can be approximated arbitrarily closely by these objects. As a measure for "resemblance" we will use the Hausdorfl-metric (!H, which is a somehow natural distance measure and gives reasonable results in practice (see [HKR] ). It is defined as fol- be computed trivially in 0(n2 + m2) time.)
Step 3 Figure  3 shows two two-dimensional If we allow to apply any similarity to l?~in order to minimize the Hausdorff distance from Ad, the optimal position is as shown in Figure both ways, we can conclude in a similar way that s(A) must lie in circles of radius 5C around q2 and around q3. By equivariance with respect to translations, the triangle A has only a single reference point, and therefore the three circles must intersect, as shown in the lower right part of Figure  5 .
This means that c must be at least @ w 1.155.
If the reference point s(C) is not the center o, the only difference is that the centers oft he final three circles will be translated by the respective amount.
Q1
The above construction can be generalized to d dimensions to give a lower bound of~on the quality c. 
